
For students who are passionate about English and Humanities  

We want students who are: 

How to apply: 

 

Fill in an application form and General Enrolment form on our website 

and with the listed supporting documents email them to  

enrolments@pimpamassc.eq.edu.au or bring them to PSSC  

Administration. 

Attend The Canon Academy Experience Workshop.  

Complete  a reflection activity of The Canon Academy Experience  

Workshop. 

Attend a showcase night and display your work. 

For further details on these processes, please contact a staff member 

below. 

Kirrily Gillies Sam Gustavson Karren Hackling 

HOD-English  Canon Coordinator Enrolments Officer 

Kgill101@eq.edu.au sjgus0@eq.edu.au  enrolments@pimpamassc.eq.edu.au 

Ph: 5540 9333  Ph:  5540 9333  Ph:  5540 9333  Press 2 



The Canon Academy is designed to challenge and extend students who 

have a passion and enjoyment of the English and Humanities disciplines. 

The curriculum delivery is for Years 7-9 and differs from the standard ACARA 

curriculum by extending student knowledge and understanding of the influence 

of texts.  It also encourages students to develop strong reading habits and     

become critical thinkers.  

It involves: 

Term 1  

English: narrative writing and a parent evening to display the final product and 

vision 

Humanities: historical skill development of a selected period of history through 

practical applications 

Term 2 

English: analysis and critical discussion of a novel  

Humanities: pop-up museum on a chosen time in History 

Term 3:  

English: media texts are explored and written for a public audience 

Humanities: geographical skill development for a selected environmental topic 

Term 4: 

English: discovering different viewpoints through a reflective task 

Humanities: “Geospace” evening – students display their understanding of a  

geography concept visually 

What is The Canon Academy? 

 

 Debating  

 Public speaking 

 Museum visits 

 Guest speakers  

 Exposure to a diverse range of perspectives 

 Student autonomy in learning process  

 Showcase evenings 

 Writing and speaking competitions 

 Somerset Writer’s Festival 

How do we extend your  

       students? 


